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Abstract 

Now-a-days for the network security, the main cryptographic tool used is the key exchange mechanism. Particularly the Diffie-

Hellman key exchange (DHKE) is used. It is very important to achieve both the security and the privacy factor while exchanging 

the key through internet. In this paper we are making a collection that is a family of all the privacy authenticated DHKE. This 

group of authenticated DHKE is named deniable Internet key-exchange (DIKE). This is applicable both in the identity based setting 

and the customary PKI setting. This recently developed DIKE as per our facts and knowledge; it provides online efficiency, privacy 

and security to both the participant protocols. It has all the advantages of the forward deniability, session data and session key can 

be generated from DH-components and the exchangeable messages do not bear peer’s identity.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet is being used by people in such great extents that no one could imagine. This in fact is leading to the growth of lot of 

technologies; Online Shopping being one of them. Online Shopping that is basically setting up your store online on the Internet. It 

helps in increasing the market rates of the retailers as they can stretch out to the customers all around the world as well as they 

attract the customers who may not actually visit the store physically. The main attraction leading the customers toward online 

shopping is the convenience. But shopping online comes along with dangers and potential risks that the consumer should be aware 

of. Hence it has become a must to provide the retailers and the consumers with all the security they need. For this we can use 

Internet Key Exchange Protocol. 

The Internet Key Exchange is the protocol used to set up a security association (SA) in the IPsec protocol suite. The Internet 

Key-Exchange Protocols are the main cryptographic protocols that are used to achieve the Internet security, which specify the key 

exchange mechanisms that are used to establish shared keys for use in the Internet Protocol Security standards. A key-exchange 

(KE) protocol is run in a network of connected participants where each participant can be initiated to run an instance of the protocol 

called a session. Within a session a party can be start the session or reply to a received message. As a result of these activations, 

and according to the specification of the protocol, the participants creates and retains a session state, generates outgoing messages, 

and eventually completes the session by giving the session-key as output and eliminating the session state. We can also abort a 

session without creating the session key. The key session will be erased automatically, if the session gets expired. A KE session is 

associated with its holder or owner, a peer and a unique session identifier. . In key-exchange protocol it is very important to meet 

certain goals related to privacy and security. This can be achieved using SIGMA protocol. When it comes to privacy concerns, 

deniability is an essential privacy property. DHKE provides this facility with nonmalleable zero knowledge.  

 Online Shopping: 

Online Shopping is also known as e-tail or e-shopping. It is basically a type of electronic commerce that lets the retailer or seller, 

can sell their products of the internet and allows the consumers to directly buy the products or services online using a web browser 

of the Internet. Now there could be two types of online shopping that is  

 Business-to-consumer (B2C): 

Where the consumers can buy products online 

 Business-to-business (B2B): 

Where one business buys from other businesses 

In this paper our focus is going to be on B2C online shopping. The first step is creating a web browser for online shopping. The 

retailers and the consumers can then enroll themselves by creating Login Ids. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_association
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPsec
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After the completion of registration there are different features allocated to the user as per it type; that is whether the user is a 

retailer or a consumer.  

 
Fig. 1: User Login Page 

The retailers have been provided with the features such as writing down the description of their products, the costing, putting 

up the photo of their product, getting the feedbacks of the consumers on the product, etc. The consumer on the other hand have 

been provided with the features such as cart facility i.e. the list of the products they are interested in and want to buy, the number 

of products they have ordered with their total costing, etc.  

 Authentication of Users: 

The users that could be retailer or consumer can be provided by using OTP. OTP is one time password which is an automatically 

generated numeric or alphanumeric string of characters that authenticates the user for a single transaction or session. The OTP is 

send to the users email address that helps to authenticate the user, as the user would not be registered in the web page without 

confirming its authentication by giving the OTP that is provided to the user in the users email address. The algorithm used for the 

generation of the OTP is pseudo randomness or randomness. Various algorithms can be used for generation of OTP such as time-

synchronization, new password based on old ones, etc. 

 
Fig. 2: User authentication via OTP 
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II. DENIABLE KEY-EXCHANGE 

Deniable encryption describes encryption techniques where the existence of an encrypted file or a message is deniable in the sense 

that an adversary cannot prove that the plain text data exists. The users may convincingly deny that a given piece of data is 

encrypted, or that they are able to decrypt given information of encrypted data or that some specific encrypted data exists. Now-a-

days most of the communication takes place via digital media, so it is very important to provide these communication with “off-

the-record” or deniability protocol to participants. 

Conventionally deniability used to differentiate between the honest against a possibly malicious verifier. That is basically in a 

session text, the involvement of the honest participant cannot be detected by the malicious verifier. But what we want is that the 

honest participant during the protocol cannot claim the messages to be authenticate at later stages for the privacy of the verifier. 

This concept is known as forward deniability. That is whenever deniability of data or messages is required; we can just run the 

deniability protocol for each message to be sent. The advantage of using deniable key exchange is that if the key-exchange is 

deniable is that all the communications using session keys producing key-exchange protocol can be deniable both the participants. 

Here we extend the above definition of deniability to the setting of (authenticated) key-exchange (KE) protocols. As in the case 

of authentication, we present a simplified definition of a KE protocol as a stand-alone procedure, and then define the deniability 

property in a concurrent-execution setting. A more general treatment of the subject, including a full integration of deniability with 

a model of KE security in a multi-party setting is left for future work. By simplifying the formal treatment in our presentation here, 

and focusing on the concurrent setting, we are able to highlight the technical and conceptual issues raised in the investigation of 

deniability. Also, by studying the deniability features of specific KE protocols that were proven secured. On these works we can 

build and form the deniability aspects. In a key exchange protocol, two parties, say A and B, are associated with public keys pkA 

and pkB respectively, for which they each own the matching secret key skA and skB. We assume that public/secret keys are generated 

according to a key generation algorithm KG which is part of the specification of the KE protocol, and these are used in the 

authentication steps of the KE protocol. The protocol specifies the interaction between A and B (one acting as “initiator” and the 

other as “responder”) and whose result is either a (session) key K or “error” if some of the operations/verifications in the protocol 

fail. The Basic (and simplified) security requirement in a KE protocol is that if A outputs a session key K and associates it to peer 

B then the only party that may possibly know K is B; and if B outputs the same session key then it associates it to peer A. Note 

however that this security guarantee is provided only for sessions (i.e., runs of the KE protocol) in which both peers are uncorrupted. 

III. OUR CONTRIBUTION 

Our basic contribution is to provide security to the retailer and the consumer to verify that their deal is in a secured manner. The 

basic algorithm that we are using for this key exchange is Diffie-Hellman algorithm. The Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol 

is also called exponential key agreement. It was developed by Diffie and Hellman in 1976 and published in the ground-breaking 

paper “New Directions in Cryptography.” The protocol basically lets the two parties exchange a secret key to each other on an 

unsecured medium without any prior knowledge. So the when the consumer buys any product from the retailer for the first time, 

the retailer gets an option for key exchange. This key exchange can be denied by the retailer, if the retailer wants so. Once the key 

request has been denied, the consumer will not be able to purchase any product from that retailer. But if the retailer accepts the key 

exchange then the consumer gets a message of the key been accepted and then the retailer and the consumer can view each one of 

their details. And then the consumers order will be placed. 

Basically, to ensure the security requirements for a deniable authentication protocol are satisfied or not, we check over enhanced 

ID-based deniable authentication protocol in order. Security and privacy, both are desired parameters for key-exchange protocols. 

One of the major criteria is to provide privacy protection. That is to provide the development of a list of important industrial 

standards of KE protocols, which is particularly witnessed by the evolution of IKE. Deniable key exchange is when the key-

exchange protocol can be denied. Hence both the protocol participants can deny all the transactions made using the session key 

produced by the key-exchange protocol. It is comparatively very advantageous for privacy preservation and has been proved by 

Meng-Hui Lim. 

The key exchange takes place in the following steps after which the order is confirmed. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plausible_deniability
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Fig. 3.1:  Key exchange between the retailer and the consumer 

 
Fig. 3.2: Key Exchange between the retailer and the consumer 

IV. DATABASE 

The website is connected with SQL connectivity to manage the database. Structured data, basically primarily relational based data 

is used for storage. Here the database is the information about the login credentials, list of products sold by the retailer, list of 

product bought by the consumer. 

 
Fig. 5: List of Users. 
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Fig. 4: List of products 

V. BENEFITS OF DENIABLE IKE  

 Our deniable IKE provides full synchronized and forward deniability with nonmalleable zero knowledge.  

 Besides full deniability, our deniable IKE also provides apparently better privacy protection for player role participants. 

 Our deniable IKE is of very simple conceptuality and clarity. 

 Basically, in our deniable IKE, the player need not show or use signature to prove their possession. Rather, it shows the 

stronger proof-of-knowledge of its secret-key via an approach such that the proof-procedure and the verification-procedure 

respectively, only need one modular exponentiation respectively. 

 Our deniable IKE is more protected and secured as compared to SIGMA protocol. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Online shopping has all types of products that are electronics, clothing, etc. It could be made more interesting by adding virtual 

dressing, so that people can see how they might look with the type of clothing they are purchasing, etc. In respect to the security 

part, we have shown various security services that can be used to improve the security and the privacy features for key-exchange 

over the internet. It provides efficient technique to provide security to the retailer and the consumer to prevent it from identity 

disclosure attack, desynchronization attack, etc.  
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